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Suspended Scaffold and Accessories

THOIST
Tractel Tirak LE501 Hoist Motor
1,000lb lifting capacity
33' per minute lifting speed

THSTIR2
Workcage Stirrup
Shown with Modular Platform
1 or 2 Meter Configuration

THBC
Tirak Bosun's Chair
250lb Capacity
skysafe®

TH3MDE
99" (3m) Deck Section
TH3MSI
99" (3m) Side Section

TH2MDS
64" (2m) Deck Section
TH2MSI
64" (2m) Side Section

TH1MDE
33" (1m) Deck Section
TH1MSI
33" (1m) Side Section

THSTIR1
End Stirrup

THSTIR4
C - Stirrup
Attaches to Back of Platform out of the Workers Way

Wire Rope
Available in Sizes to Fit Any Application

Tirak Power Cord
Available in Sizes to Fit Any Application

THYOKE
Tirak Power Cord Yolk
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